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INTRODUCTION
Mr. L. L. Mowbray, Director of the Bermuda Aquarium, and the
present writer have recently published an article giving an account of
the capture of this specimen of Rhineodon typus, and of how it was
towed to Key West. It was secured near Marathon, in the Florida
Keys, by Mr. Claude Nolan of Jacksonville and Capt. Newton Knowles
of Miami, Florida, on June 9, 1923. It was harpooned, shot in the spinal
region with a high-powered rifle and repeatedly lanced in the gills.
Weakened by these onslaughts and especially by the loss of blood from
the lance thrusts in the gill region, the whale shark suffered itself to be
towed to Marathon and to be tied to the dock there. Here it died some
fifty-four hours after the attack began.
Mowbray, who was at Miami at the time, reached Marathon the
day after the capture, and to him, as representative of the American
Museum, Mr. Nolan presented the great fish. Mowbray wished to save
the skin, in order that this might be properly mounted in the Museum.
However, there were neither men nor appliances at hand to beach the
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fish at Marathon; so after various unavoidable delays it was finally
decided to tow it to Key West and there haul it out on the shipways in
order to make plaster casts of the fish by sections, to remove and preserve
the skin, and to dissect and preserve parts of the viscera and of the
skeleton. How, as the result of delays in the towing, the attacks of
sharks, and a rapid and entirely unprecedented rise in the temperature
of the sea water, bringing about an extraordinarily rapid decomposition
of the viscera and flesh, everything possible went wrong despite Mow-
bray's best efforts-all this may be read in the article above referred to.
Certain of the hard parts of this specimen, the jaws, parts of the
tooth bands, parts of the skull, sections of the spinal column, and various
branchial cartilages, were preserved and brought to the Museum. In
1930, these were worked up by Dr. E. Grace White, professor of biology
at Wilson College, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, and her paper has but
recently been published.
MAKING THE MODEL OF THE WHALE SHARK
While the fish was tied to the dock at Marathon, Mowbray made a
sketch and a series of measurements of it which have been invaluable.
These formed the basal data for the building of a model of the fish,
which was constructed on the basis of two inches to the foot, under
the personal supervision of Mr. James L. Clark, Chief of the Depart-
ment of Preparation in the Museum. This work was constantly criticized
and checked up by Mowbray, on the basis of his observations of the
living or just-dead fish, and by Gudger on the basis of all the known
descriptions and of all the then-known figures. Mowbray procured for
the Museum a large number of photographs and also a motion-picture
film made of the live fish alongside the dock at Marathon. These
were of great help in preparing the model. The film was placed in a
projector capable of being stopped at any individual "frame" and each
picture was thrown on a screen a few feet from the preparators and held
there as long as it was wanted. Thus, foot by foot the model was built,
and spot by spot it was painted.
However, when the model was done, none of us were satisfied with it;
so instead of being put on exhibition it was set aside for further study and
criticism. It was clear to me, from a study of all the known photographs
of the fish and of figures of mounted skins, that both head and tail were
defective. Presently other figures of other specimens, and especially a
sketch of the stuffed skin (that of the first discovered fish) in the Paris
Museum, came in, as did also a figure of one on exhibit in the British
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Museum (Natural History) and also photographs of fresh specimens
taken in the Philippine Islands and in Java. These gave a correct idea
of the structure of the tail. Then my attention was called to a motion-
picture film of a swimming Rhineodon taken by Mr. Mack Sennett, the
motion picture producer, with a submerged camera, near the extremity
of Lower California. A letter to Mr. Sennett, stating our needs and
wishes, brought from him the generous gift of a copy of this film.
This film fortunately gave a fair view-certainly better than any had
before-of the head region. These various sources of data enabled Mr.
Clark and his men to make a new tail for our model and materially to
modify the head-parts. This model, which now may be taken as scien-
tifically accurate, has been on exhibition forsometime. Itisnow installed
in the new Hall of Fishes and attracts the attention of many visitors,
especially when they note its marked coloration and gather that this 5 ft.
4 in. model is but one-sixth the size of the fish itself!
In the meantime, many other things were pressing on my time and
calling for working up, and it has been only of late that I could come
back to this fish, prepare the manuscript and see it through the press.
Plates XXIII, and XXIV, and Plate XXV, figure 1 are made from
photographs of this model. However, I am not entirely satisfied with
this, but am hoping for more detailed data, and above all for photo-
graphs from which to construct a life-size model to be hung in the great
Hall of Ocean Life.
DESCRIPTION OF THE FOURTH FLORIDA RHINEODON
AND OF THE MODEL BASED ON IT
The description now to be given is based partly on data recorded
from the shark in Mowbray's notes and the photographs of the living
fish, and partly on that embodied in the model itself, in the making of
which all known accounts and figures have been studied. This section
will be illustrated with photographs of the model and of the fish at
Marathon.
SIZE
This huge shark was 25 ft. 9 in. long from tip of snout to base of
caudal, and 6 ft. 8 in. from there to a line dropped from the tip of the
upper lobe of the caudal, or 32 ft. 3 in. over all: in round numbers, 32 ft.
in extreme length. The circumference behind the eyes was 14 ft., over
the first gill-slit 17 ft. 4 in., behind the pectorals 23 ft., in front of dor-
sal II 6 ft. 4 in. The girth of the caudal peduncle was unfortunately not
taken. The vertical depth (spread) of the caudal fin was 12 ft., twice the
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height of a tall man. The reader will get some idea of the size of this
fish and its tail fin by studying figure 2 of plate XXV. Here the dorsal
lobe of the caudal is longer than the man holding it is tall.
That the reader may realize how large our fish was, and that its thirty-
two feet are but the measurement of a specimen about the average in
size, it will be necessary to state that the range of measured size is from
a young fish of fourteen feet to an old "bull" of forty-five feet. Further-
more, in a region where this huge shark abounds, its length has been
estimated at seventy to seventy-five feet by whale fishermen accustomed
to reckon the size of sperm whales. It does not seem well to go into
details of sizes here. These data had perhaps better be reserved for a
special article dealing with the recorded measured sizes of this greatest
of sharks. However, the sizes of other Florida specimens may be noted
here for comparison with that of this particular fish. The first specimen,
a young one only 18 ft. long, came ashore at Ormond Beach in 1902; the
second, taken at Long Key, in 1912, was 38 ft. long; the third (31 ft.
long) was taken in the Bay of Florida in 1919; and the present 32-foot
specimen is the fourth. In addition, from adjacent waters, two speci-
mens have been taken from near Havana Harbor: a 32-foot fish in 1928,
and another of 34 feet in 1910 (Gudger and Hoffmann, 1928, 1930).
From these brief statements it cannot be doubted that Rhineodon
typus grows to an enormous size; so large that it may well be said of it
that "beside him ordinary sharks look like pilot fish." Personally I am
inclined to think that the whale shark is the largest shark that swims
the seas. Its only possible rival in magnitude is the basking shark,
Cetorhinus maximus, for which, unfortunately, no compilation of data
as to size has ever been made.
Fairly complete comparative measurements for four specimens of
Rhineodon are at hand and are set forth in the accompanying table.
Along with them are listed the same measurements for our fish.
EXTERNAL FEATURES
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.-As may be seen in plates XXIII and
XXIV, and plate XXV, figure 1, this great shark is square anteriorly
and wedge- or chisel-shaped in its forward parts, rapidly increasinK in
girth until it reaches its greatest circumference and bulk in what might be
called the shoulder region-that of the sector between the anterior gill-
slits and the first dorsal. From the region of dorsal I the body rapidly
falls away in graceful lines to the caudal peduncle. Anteriorly the body
is flattened somewhat, but in the region of the first dorsal fin it becomes
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COMPARATIVE SMITH BEAN THURSTON HALY MOWBRAY
MEASUREMENTS TABLE BAY FLORIDA MADRAS CEYLON FLORIDA
OF THE WHALE SHARK 1829-1849 1902 1894 1883 1923
Rhineodon typus
ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.
Length over all 16 6 18 0 22 0 23 9 32 0
Girth of body behind
pectorals 9 3 13 0 23 0
Distance, mouth to base
first dorsal 8 6 9 10 10 0 14 6
Distance, front edge D.I
to same point D.II 2 0 2 3 2 8 6 4
Distance along anterior
edge D.I 1 10 1 10
Distance along base D.I 1 5 2 0 1 10 2 4
Distance along anterior
edge D.II 0 11 0 11 0 11.5
Distance along base D.II 0 11 0 7 0 11.5
Length of pectoral fin 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 6 5 8
Breadth of pectoral fin
along base 2 0 1 6.3 1 8
Length (anterior) of up-
per lobeof caudalfin 4 0 3 6 5 0 5 0 7 0
Length (anterior) of
lower lobe of caudal 2 10 2 6 2 7 5 7
Width of mouth, angle
to angle 2 8 2 6 3 0 3 8
Diameter of eye 0 1.5 0 1.5
Distance, eye tospiracle 0 4.5 O 4 0 3.75
Diameter of spiracle 0 1.5 0 1.4 0 1.5
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COMPARATIVE SMITH BEAN TH-URSTON HALY MOWBRAY
MEASUREMENTS TABLE BAY FLORIDA MADRAS CEYLON FLORIDA
OF THE WHALE SHARK 1829-1849 1902 1894 1883 1923
Rhineodon typus
Distance, tip of snout to ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.
edge first gill-slit 2 10 3 4
Length, first gill-slit 1 6 1 11
Length, second gill-slit 1 8 1 11.5 2 7
Length, third gill-slit 1 7 1 9
Length, fourth gill-slit 1 4 1 8
Length, fifth gill-slit 1 1 1 7
arched and rounded. The whale shark in general form and outline is
somewhat tadpole-shaped.
KEELS.-One of the most marked external features of the whale
shark is the presence of seven longitudinal keels, ridges or chamferings
on the dorsal and lateral surfaces. The central one arises on the back of
the head about in a line joining the anterior gill-slits and runs backward
in the mid-dorsal region clear to the caudal pit. Out of it the dorsal
fins arise. On each side an upper lateral ridge arises about in a trans-
verse line joining the middle region of the pectoral fins, runs backward
roughly parallel with the centralone, and fades away just in front of the
second dorsal. Lower lateral chamferings or flutings arise about in the
level of the last gill-slit and in turn run backward roughly parallel to the
preceding, dying out under the second dorsal. The third and lowermost
or mid-lateral keel arises nearly half the width of the pectoral behind its
hinder edge and runs backward in about the mid-lateral line of the body,
forning a broad keel on each side of the caudal peduncle and ending in
the base of the caudal fin rather more than half-way back through the
central part of the fin. (See Pls. XXIII, XXIV, XXVII and XXVIII.)
HEAD.-The broad, blunt, square head is very thin in the anterior
or mouth region but rapidly becomes thicker backward and attains its
greatest bulk in the region of the gill-slits where it joins the body. This
is clear from plates XXIII and XXIV, and plate XXV, figure 1. As
seen in dorsal view it does not seem very greatly wider and bulkier in the
hinder region, but when the tape is applied along the curve joining the
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front edge of the pectorals it is found to have gained about one-third
more in bulk than it had at the mouth. The head, from the central
anterior point of the jaws to the anterior edge of the pectoral or to the
opening of the fourth gill-slit, measured along the curve, was 5 feet 9
inches long. If we understand the head to reach to the last gill-slit,
rather than to the front edge of the pectoral, this length will be increased
somewhat. Relatively, the whale shark has a larger head than any other
shark. Among sharks its head, looked at from above, has the same rela-
tive form as that of the sperm whale among cetaceans. The shark's,
however, is thin, the whale's thick in vertical dimension.
The structure of the wide terminal mouth, together with the jaws
and curious tooth bands, will be considered later, preparatory to taking
up the food and feeding habits.
EYES.-The small eyes, of which the diameter was unfortunately
not noted, were silvery gray with black pupils. They were situated
eleven inches behind the corners of the mouth and slightly above their
level. They may be seen in plates XXIII and XXV, figure 1. In our
specimen the distance straight over and across the head from eye to eye
(following the curve) was 5 feet 3 inches.
SPIRACLES.-The spiracles, of which there are two on each side,
were 14.75 and. 15.75 inches each behind the corner of the mouth, and
hence were one inch apart. Bofh were very small, the anterior being
slightly the larger.
GILL-SLITS.-These are five in number, the third being in line with
the anterior edge of the pectoral. The first gill-strap is widest, the second
slightly narrower, the third and fourth together about equal to the width
of the first. The gill-slits arise somewhat under the level of the anterior
end of the mid-lateral keel and have their lower edges about on the level
of a line connecting the eye and the anterior edge of the base of the pec-
toral. The details of the anterior three are beautifully shown in figure 1
of plate XXVI. The two posterior ones are hardly visible in Mr. Sen-
nett's under-water photograph. The gill-openings are relatively large,
in correlation with the manner of feeding of the whale shark, wherein
large volumes of water are passed over and through the gill-arches.
DORSAL FINS.-The first dorsal is situated about midway of the
total length of the body, the anterior edge being almost equidistant from
the tip of the snout and the center in the hinder edge of the caudal. In
our specimen the distance from tip of snout to front edge of dorsal I was
14 ft. 6 in., to posterior edge 17 ft. 4 in. The fin then was 2 ft. 10 in. long
on the base. The height of the fin was about two-thirds of its length. Its
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tip was rounded and the hinder edge nearly vertical, making the fin about
square behind. The hinder part of the base was free. For these details
see PI. XXIII, and figure 2 of plate XXV. This fin, as well as the second
dorsal, arises out of the dorsal keel or fluting.
The front edge of dorsal II in our specimen was situated 4 ft. 1 in.
behind the posterior edge of dorsal I, about midway between the anterior
edge of dorsal I and the end of the lateral keel in the median part of the
caudal fin. The second dorsal was about half the size of dorsal I, rounded
in front and like it on top, but had the posterior margin somewhat con-
cave, and hinder part of base free. For this see P1. XXIII. On this fin,
spots are entirely lacking.
CAUDAL FIN.-This fin arises just behind the triangular pits on the
dorsal and ventral surfaces of the caudal peduncle. These pits allow
some slight degree of motion of the fin in a vertical plane. This fin in our
specimen was enorrnously large and markedly lunate. The lobes were un-
equal in size: the upper being seven feet long, the lower five feet, seven -
inches. The anterior edges of both lobes were nearly straight. The upper
lobe was sharply pointed, lower slightly rounded at the tip. The lateral keel
of the caudal peduncle was continued backward on side of fin, half-way to
its hinder edge. The distance from pits on caudal peduncle to hinder
edge of fin was 2 ft. 8 in., from pits to a perpendicular dropped from tip of
dorsal lobe, 6 ft. 8 in. Vertical depth or spread of caudal was 12 ft. The
only other fish for which we have a similar measurement is a 20-foot
specimen from the Gulf of California, of which it is said: "flukes, six
feet between tips."
PECTORAL FINS.-These are inserted under the lower end of the
third gill-slit, somewhat below the median level of the side of the body.
They are of considerable size as maybe seenfrom plates XXIII and XXIV
and plate XXV, figure 1. In our specimen the distance from the angle
of the mouth to the anterior edge of the base of the pectoral was 5 ft.
9 in., to posterior base of pectoral, 8 ft. 4 in. About half the base of the
pectoral (the hinder half) was free from the body. The base of the pectoral
was therefore 2 ft. 7 in. wide. The length of the pectoral, measured from
the anterior edge of the base around the curve to the tip, was 5 ft. 8 in.
The fin is long, falcate, and gracefully turned down at the tip, as shown
in the figures above referred to.
PELVIC FINS.- These paired fins are inserted about under the middle
of the first dorsal. In our specimen the distance from the posterior edge
of the pectoral to the anterior edge of the pelvic was 7 ft. and the distance
from the corner of mouth was 15 ft. 4 in. measured along curves. The
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pelvic fins were small, square behind, and were supported by three car-
tilaginous rays. Our fish is a male and the claspers were about three
feet long. In our specimen there was a hollowed-out recess on the under-
side of the body to receive the pelvic fins and claspers. The preserved
cartilaginous parts of the claspers have been studied by Dr. White in
her 1930 article and have proved of particular value in determining the
relationships of Rhineodon. Those interested in the minutiae- of the
structure of these cartilages are referred to Dr. White's paper.
ANAL FIN.-This fin is only about half the size of the second dorsal
and is inserted slightly forward of a perpendicular line dropped from the
middle of this fin. The anterior edge of the base of the anal was distant
5 ft. 3 in. from the insertion of the pelvics. The base of the anal was 1 ft.
3 in. long.
COLORATION
Because of their color, rectangular arrangement, and large size, the
markings of the whale shark are the most conspicuous of any of the shark
group. For the entire coloration of our specimen, there are at hand,
fortunately, Mowbray's notes made on the live specimen and the photo-
graphs and motion picture film made at Marathon, also that made near
Cape San Lucas. As the spots and bars occur on the dorsal part of the
body only, the cameras got them all.
GENERAL AcCOUNT.-The upper parts of our specimen of the whale
shark are dark slate inclined to brown, under parts white except the
chin region which is light gray. The dark and light parts are roughly
separated by a line beginning at the angle of the mouth and extending
backward along the lower edge of the gill-slits, running along the upper
margin of the base of the pectoral and behind, backward at the same level
until it reaches the third vertical bar, thence it inclines upward and
backward to about the sixth vertical bar (at the level of the middle of the
first dorsal where it strikes the lowest keel) and extends backward with
this to the caudal.
SPOTS AND BARS.-The head, gill-slit region and upper sides of
pectorals are profusely covered with grayish-white or yellowish spots
showing no order of arrangement. Behind the pectoral region the spots
are arranged in vertical rows, the spots being about six inches apart.
The spots also form longitudinal rows, these being about eight inches
apart. Separating the vertical rows of spots are vertical bars which
have in them lighter places or spots, leading to the conjecture that these
bars may be made of confluent spots. The anterior bar on each side
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begins about half-way up the body from the upper edge of the pectoral
to the mid-dorsal line and in a line joining the mid-regions of the
pectorals, thence meanders downward and backward to end in the white
part of the lower body just behind the pectorals. The next vertical
line slants slightly in an antero-posterior fashion, the third and following
ones being practically vertical.
There are fourteen bars on our specimen. They are longest and
most distinct forward, becoming shorter and more indistinct as the
caudal fin is approached. The first two vertical rows of spots contain
five spots. The third, fourth and fifth contain four spots each (the
bottom spot in row five being rather indistinct). This fifth row of spots
is under the origin of the first dorsal. Back of this to the beginning of
the second dorsal, there are three spots in each row, back of this to the
caudal, two spots in each vertical row. As may be seen from plate XXIII,
all the spots above the lowest fluting are enclosed in rectangular spaces
formed by the vertical bars and the longitudinal ridges. These spaces
are largest and are nearly square forward, but decrease in height and
increase in length from before backward, as the circumference of the
body decreases and the keels come closer together. For a general view
of this checker-board arrangement of spots and bars see plate XXIV,
a dorsal view of the model. For a close-up photograph showing these
in more detail, see P1. XXVI, figure 2, made from a photograph of the
fish at Marathon. This spot and square effect is so noticeable that the
Cubans call the whale shark, "pez dama," a checker-board fish.
The pelvic and anal fins, located on the under surface of the body,
partake of its white color. So does the under side of each pectoral; the
upper surface, however, is a dark slate, thickly covered with white spots
having no orderly arrangement. On the first dorsal the spots show a
tendency to line up with those below. This is plain in the anterior part,
less so behind, where the arrangement becomes somewhat confused, the
indistinct rows being slightly tilted forward. The second dorsal has no
spots. On the base of the upper lobe of the caudal there are two longi-
tudinal rows of spots continuing backward the rows of spots on the
caudal peduncle. Above these on the upper lobe are found several
longitudinal rows of two spots slightly tilted upward, but toward the
tip this arrangement is lost. On the lower lobe there is one longitudinal
row of three spots and several of two spots. Looking from the caudal keel
upward and downward, each lobe has two lengthwise rows having each
three spots at the base, but only two for most of the way. For these
points see plate XXIII.
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If, now, comparison be made between our illustrations (Pls. XXIII
and XXIV) and the first representation ever published (P1. XXVII),
that appearing in Andrew Smith's book (1849), it will be seen that the
agreement as to markings is only a general one. The irregular spotting
on the head of Smith's specimen agrees with that on ours. Back of the
head there are, compared to our specimen, entirely too many vertical
bars and enclosed rows of spots. While it is possible that his specimen
had more of these, still the more probable explanation is that his figure
was presumably not made or at least not finished until some time after
the capture of the Table Bay specimen, and it certainly was not published
until twenty-one years after. However, it is fair to state that the figure
(P1. XXVI, fig. 3) of the second Florida specimen (Gudger, 1915) ap-
parently shows narrower bands and a greater number than does ours.
Lastly, Bean's figure (1905), reproduced as plate XXVIII, shows no
vertical bars and has a smaller number of spots on the body proper,
these without orderly arrangement. Other figures showing the fish in
lateral view are so defective as to bars and spots that it hardly seems
worth while to refer to them for comparison.
COMPARATIVE COLORATION.-As to the coloration and markings of
various specimens the data may be epitomized as follows: Smith's
specimen (1849) was greenish gray above, varying with dull lavender-
purple and shaded with brown; below reddish white, becoming redder
on edges of fins and under head. The spots and bars have already been
referred to and may be seen in plate XXIII.
A specimen from the Gulf of California (1865) was brown above
with reddish spots. That from Panama Bay (1884) was brown above
with yellow spots so small and closely set over the head as to give it a
mottled appearance. A Japanese form (1901) was dark grayish-brown
above with round white spots and vertical bars, agreeing in general
with the other fish.
The first Florida specimen was dark grayish-brown with large
spots, the keels were a light chocolate, and no bars were visible (see P1.
XXVIII). They had probably faded out as they did on the second
Florida specimen after a few days' exposure. This latter fish was
mouse-colored above with yellow spots two or three inches in diameter
separated by vertical bars of the same color. Underneath the color was
yellow.
In the matter of coloration and markings of these various speci-
mens we have general similarity in the larger outlines and a consider-
able variatiop in details. The explanation is probably as follows: there
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is undoubtedly some variation in both color and markings in specimens
found in various waters, and there is certainly great variation in these
matters due to exposure of the fish to sun and weather. I found in my
work on the spotted sting ray, Aetobatus narinari, that exposure of one
hour to sun and air would totally change the color of the spots and skin,
and this undoubtedly is the case with the whale shark. Furthermore,
back of the whole matter is the personal equation of each observer.
SKIN
THICKNESS.-The skin of this greatest of sharks is enormously
thick, about four inches in the fresh specimen. As in other sharks it is
thickest on the back-in the region around the dorsal fin-and thin-
nest on the flanks and ventral region. How this thickness of hide would
compare with that in other large sharks cannot be said as we have no
measurements or data of any kind at hand. Undoubtedly, the thickness
of skin varies with the kind of shark. The skin of a 12-foot tiger shark
(Galeocerdo tigrinus) is considerably thinner than that of an 8-foot nurse
shark (Ginglymostoma cirratum). My harpooners, on various occasions
at Key West, had no trouble in harpooning the former; but at Boca
Grande Key, some twenty miles west of Key West, where nurse sharks
abound, time after time I have seen the same harpoon rebound from
the back of a nurse shark, though thrown by a strong man. Sharks,
lacking ribs, have the muscles attached directly to the skin which acts
in a sense as a supporting exoskeleton, hence in such huge sharks as ours
the skin must be very thick and strong to give form and substance to the
body. This great thickness, however, makes such a skin very hard to
handle; so Captain Thompson found when skinning the second Florida
specimen in 1912. When I saw this hide suspended over a long timber
under a shed at Miami in July, 1912, I took hold of it and tried to bend it,
only to find that bending it was like trying to bend a heavy board. In
preparing this skin for mounting, over half a ton of shavings is said
to have been removed from the flesh side.
In the literature, but one reference is found concerning the thickness
of the skin. Chierchia (1884), in speaking of the dissection of his 29-
foot specimen from Panama Bay, says that: "Cutting the animal on
one side of the backbone, we met a compact layer of white fat 20 centi-
meters [7.9 in.] deep. . . . " This "white fat" is the white thick skin
now to be described and figured.
Am'ong the materials salvaged by Mowbray from the remains of the
whale shark when it was finally hauled out on the shipways at Key
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West, four days after its death, was a portion of the skin. From what
part of the body it was taken cannot be said; probably, however,
from the flank whence it could be cut most easily. This piece of skin
was preserved in formalin where it has remained for the seven and one
half years since it was cut from the fish. It has of course shrunkicon-
siderably from long immersion in the preservative. Plate XXIX,
figure 1, is made from a photograph of a freshly cut slice of this material.
.4~~~~~~~~~~~7
4:~~~~~
Fig. 1. Shagreen or dermal denticles of Rhineodon typus X 40.
a-a group of slightly overlapping denticles; b-c-two types of denticles; d-a denticle in face
view; e-a denticle in side view.
After White, 1930.
Being in doubt as to its structure, I asked Dr. B. G. Smith to examine it
and advise me as to its make-up. However, before cutting sections of
the outer portion, it was necessary to decalcify the shagreen with a weak
acid for several days. Dr. Smith kindly reports as follows:
The epidermis is practically all missing save only as it is represented by the
close-set dermal denticles. This absence of epidermis is undoubtedly due to putre-
factive post mortem changes resulting from the long interval between the capture of
the fish and the fixing of this specimen of skin, and from the unprecedented high
temperature of the sea water as noted above. The exceedingly thick dermis, measur-
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ing 45 mm., is of essentially the same structure throughout, consisting of a dense
feltwork of fibrous connective tissue. In a superficial zone about two millimeters
thick, the fibers are predominantly finer than those of the deeper stratum. These
fibers resemble the white fibers of mammalian connective tissue in that each fiber
consists of a bundle of very delicate fibrils. The subcutaneous layer is about 28 mm.
in thickness and consists of a very loose meshwork of fibrous connective tissue, in
which bands of coarse fibers alternate with bands of exceedingly fine fibers.
The structures may be seen in plate XXIX, figure 1. The curled-
over epidermal layer with the shagreen is on the outer (top) surface.
Next comes the thick dense rubbery white layer of connective tissue.
It was cut with a very sharp thin-bladed knife, but, as it was impossible
to hold the piece of skin steady enough to get a smooth slice, the chang-
ing plane of the cut makes this section look as if it were layered. It is
perfectly homogeneous. The third zone comprises the loose meshwork
of connective tissue. This figure is, natural size.
SHAGREEN.-The skin of this shark is covered with a layer of dermal
denticles (Fig. 1) with backwardly directed points which make the skin
feel rough to the hand when stroked in reverse-i.e., from tail to head.
The dermal denticles, which compose the shagreen of this shark, have
for the first time been studied by Dr. White and for this reason it may
be pernissible to quote her description and reproduce her figure (Fig.
1, herein).
The denticles are minute, less than a millimeter in width [0.5 mm. wide and 0.75
mm. high]. The pedicel is relatively high and the basal plate trilobed.
The denticles vary slightly in shape and width (Fig. la, b, c). They are arranged
in diagonal rows and are slightly overlapping. In some parts the rows are closer
together than in others.
The-denticles are trikeeled but the apical margin is five-lobed. The median
keel is thicker through so that the lateral keels appear to be slightly forward in posi-
tion (Fig. 1, d). The grooves are deep. The margins of the lateral keels curve
forward, giving the five-lobed appearance to the margin.
The denticle does not make a sharp angle with its base, being only slightly tilted
upwards.
MOUTH-PARTS
At first I had planned to go into this subject in an extensive com-
parative fashion, but it seems best to reserve such for a special article
and to confine my observations here to these structures in the specimen
under consideration.
MOUTH AND JAWS.-As already noted, the mouth is terminal,
a most unusual position in a shark,-wide, nearly straight across the
head, slightly rounded at the corners, and has jaws and lips very thin
in comparison with the huge size of the fish. The mouth cavity is
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enormous, easily capable of taking in a grown man. All these parts
may be made out from plate XXIX, figure 2. The nasal grooves, which
are continuous with the labial folds at the outer angles of the jaws, are
contained about 5.5 times in the width of the closed mouth. This width
in our 32-foot specimen, with the jaws slightly opened, is 3 ft. 8 in.
measured straight across. Plate XXV, figure 1, shows the shark in an
oblique head-on view. In this the nasal grooves and labial folds can
easilylbe made out. The jaw cartilages of the Marathon specimen are
Fig. 2. A fragment of the dental band of the Marathon
whale shark, natural size. The teeth point from front to back.
After White, 1930.
preserved and have been studied by Dr. White, and those interested in
the technical aspects of these structures are referred to her paper.
TOOTH BANDS AND TEETH.-The lips and the upper tooth band
may be fairly clearly made out in plate XXIX, figure 2. Unfortunately,
the tooth bands of this specimen were so loosened by putrefaction and so
broken up by tiger sharks tearing at the mouth, as the Rhineodon was
being towed to Key West,. that they could not be saved. However,
after the shark reached Key West and work on it began there, Mowbray
found parts of the tooth band detached and hanging from the mouth.
These he salvaged, and figure 2 is a reproduced photograph of one of
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these fragments. This consists of twenty-one rows of backwardly point-
ing teeth. The longest rows of this fragment of the band contain twelve
teeth, counting from front to back, but I am sure that this does not
represent the full width of the tooth band. It is interesting to note
that all these teeth are equally developed from front to back. This is
very unlike what is found in other sharks, where only the first two or
three longitudinal rows of teeth are fully developed and covered with
enamel, the others less and less so until at the very rear they are quite
devoid of enamel-so much so as to be cut with a knife as easily as a
piece of soft wood.
These teeth are very' small (2 mm. high) and backwardly recurved.
The drawings which I had made of the individual teeth were turned over
to Dr. White for her study of the hard parts of the whale shark, and
for them the reader is referred to her paper. Later I plan to describe
and discuss tooth bands and individual teeth in detail.
From the figures and data it is clear that the teeth of Rhineodon do
not serve for biting and chopping as do the teeth of other large sharks;
they are merely used for holding whatever is taken into the mouth, as is
inferred from the backwardly projecting points.
FOOD AND FEEDING HABITS OF RHINEODON
It is greatly to be regretted that on reaching Key West the condition
of our shark was such as to prevent any dissection of the alimentary
canal; and even the dissection and preservation of the branchial ap-
paratus (gill-rakers, etc.) were not undertaken because these were too
far gone in putrefaction.
However, it may be said that our fish is a "whale" not merely in
size but in feeding also. It is a surface feeder. Lacking the biting teeth
found in most other sharks, it is provided with a very efficient branchial
sieve apparatus composed of finely divided and close-set gill-rakers.
Swimming at or near the surface with its huge mouth open, great quan-
tities of water pass back over the gill-rakers and out through the exten-
sive gill-slits. In this process large quantities of small animal and
vegetal matter are strained out: small fish, pelagic crabs and molluscs,
jelly fish, diatoms, algae, etc. It is probably omnivorous with the greater
part of its food composed of the animals above named. There is evi-
dence that at the Seychelles in the western Indian Ocean, and also around
Havana, Rhineodon comes in shore when the sardines and other small fish
are schooling. The fishermen declare that it feeds on them. That its
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food must be small is attested to by Smith's discovery (1849) that its
cesophagus is very small and has an almost right-angled turn which
prevents the ingestion of any but small food, fishes, etc. The one direct
observation of its food is that by Van Kampen (1907) who dissected in
the fish market of Batavia, Java, a 5.75 meter (12.8 feet) specimen
harpooned in Batavia Bay. Its stomach contained small Sepia shells
and some small fishes (gobiids and saurids).
OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE HABITS OF THE WHALE SHARK
This specimen is the fourth taken on the Florida coast. Of these
four, one came ashore dead on Ormond Beach, but the other three were
captured in the waters immediately surrounding the southern point of
Florida. The resistance offered by each of the three was infinitesimally
out of all proportion to the size and strength of so huge a fish, and to the
ferocity reputed to be characteristic of all animals of the shark kind.
With regard to this latter point it may be said that the whale shark,
though the largest of the sharks, is the least dangerous. To the public,
that which makes a shark a shark is its huge widely-distensible mouth
filled with many rows of sharp teeth. Our fish is certainly a shark: its
mouth is enormous-big enough for a man to crouch in-but this mouth
is provided with many rows of small teeth, whereas the ordinary danger-
ous shark has only six or seven rows of large cutting teeth. The only
weapon of offence and defence possessed by the whale shark is its huge
caudal fin. A blow from this might easily crush a boat or reduce a
man's body to a pulpy mass of flesh. But it has never yet been known
to do damage. In the Seychelles Islands. ". . . it now and then rubs
itself against a large pirogue, as a consequence upsetting it, but, under
such circumstances, it never attacks or molests the men, and while
it reigns as a monster among sharks, it is not, in spite of its size, as
formidable as the common dog-fish." The above action is presumably
taken to rid itself of barnacles or other marine growths. Two of the
Florida specimens were taken in shallow water, another in fairly deep-
water-certainly deep enough for the fish to manceuvre freely-yet
none of them put up any fight. This has led to the belief that these
fish were either sick or enfeebled by disease, but, since no autopsies
were made, this idea, while possibly true, caunot be substantiated. We
must then fall back on the comparative evidence. Smith, who discovered
the fish in 1828, says (1829) that: "When approached it manifested no
great degree of fear, and it was not before a harpoon was lodged in its
body that it altered its course and quickened its pace." Other captors
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testify that all it did for them was to swim away, dragging the boat or
boats after it.
The second Florida specimen swam in circles (this point is noted by
nearly all observers) after being harpooned (Gudger, 1915), and despite
harpoonings and shootings he "seemed to fail to recognize that anything
in particular was happening to him." The third Florida specimen was
taken in shallow water, but made no effort to defend itself or get away.
The two Havana fish, whose captures Gudger and Hoffmann (1928,
1930) have described, were also taken in water deep enough for them to
have put up a fight, yet neither of them did so.
In short, the whale shark makes no defence when attacked, but
merely seeks to get away by swimming. The only zoologist who writes
of anything to the contrary is Wright (1876), who says of specimens
harpooned in Seychelles waters: "Men engaged in the sperm whale
fishery off St. Denis often told me that they dreaded to harpoon by mis-
take a Rhineodon. A whale must come up to breathe or choke itself.
But there were stories told me of how a harpooned Rhineodon, having
by a lightning-like dive exhausted the supply of rope which had been
accidentally fastened to the boat, dived deeper still, and so pulled the
pirogue and crew to the bottom." And Dr. H. M. Smith in a popular
paper has given a spirited figure of such a dive. This is due to three
things: a rope attached to the boat, deep water, and the fact that the
whale shark is a fish breathing by gills and not by lungs. Taking all
the evidence into consideration, my statement of 1915 is still correct:
"Undoubtedly Rhineodon typus is the mildest mannered shark that
swims the seas."
OCCURRENCE IN THE ATLANTIC OCEAN
OF RHINEODON TYPUS
Whence come these specimens to the Straits of Florida? This is a
question for which an answer must be attempted, and while the discus-
sion of the whale shark in the waters of the globe may well be reserved
for a later paper, it is pertinent to show its distribution in the Atlantic
and its subsidiaries. It has been shown that four specimens (including
the one under consideration, that of 1923) have been taken in southern
Florida waters. Recently the capture of two others off Havana harbor
has been recorded, and information at hand indicates that others have
been seen there. Mowbray, whose acquaintance with southern Florida
and adjacent waters is very extensive both in space and time, has for a
number of years been seeking a solution of this problem. Some years
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ago he learned from Pensacola fishermen, who frequent the snapper
banks in the Yucatan country, that they have not infrequently seen
huge spotted sharks, so large that they could be no other sharks than ours.
In 1923, Mr. F. W. Wallace, in the course of a study on the red-
snapper fisheries prosecuted in the Gulf of Mexico, makes the following
statement which, while more or less hearsay and exaggerated, is cer-
tainly corroboratory:
. . .the men tell of a famous whale shark known among the snapper fleet as
"Big Ben," which is longer than our vessel. As the 'Hays' was some 76 feet in
length, he must be 'some' shark. Many of our crowd have seen him, and they say
that he has come alongside of a vessel and men have jumped over the rail and stood
on his barnacle-covered back. . . . Fishermen becalmed off Contoi Islands in the
Yucatan Channel have seen them basking around them in great numbers.
Furthermore, Mr. J. Hume Macdonald of this city has sent me a
copy of a letter from a kinsman resident at Belize in which it is stated
that for fifty years it has been known that a similar, huge, spotted shark,
sixty or seventy feet long, is found in the same region and bears the
colloquial name of "Sapodilla Tom."
And finally, Van Campen Heilner, the well-known sportsman and
angling writer, wrote me from Europe some years ago as follows: "I
recently met a man in England who knows of a reef in the Caribbean
where the whale sharks are as 'thick as porpoises' as he put it. This
man broached the subject himself and did not know that I was even
aware that there was such an animal."
Dr. H. M. Smith, formerly U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries, tells
me that he is firmly convinced of this Yucatan habitat, since reports
have been coming in to him at intervals" for many years that specimens
had been seen at various times in that general region.
These various accounts of the occurrence of Rhineodon in this
region, coming at different times from different men who know nothing
of each other, certainly bear an air of probability, to put it no stronger.
Furthermore, I have (unconfirmed) newspaper reports of the occur-
rence of gigantic spotted sharks, called whale sharks by the reporters
and correspondents, found around Trinidad and throughout the Carib-
bean generally.
All these accumulated data, brief and fragmentary as they are,
indicate that the whale shark abounds and may have a breeding ground
in Caribbean-Gulf waters.
Furthermore, there are two records of Rhineodon in the central
Atlantic, between South America and Africa, attested by photographic
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evidence. In May, 1922, the steamer 'American Legion' impaled a
whale shark on her bow while about northeast of the Abrolhos Light,
coast of Brazil (Gudger, 1922, 1923). In 1924, the motor ship 'Alba'
similarly rammed one on the Ivory Coast of the Gulf of Guinea near the
mouth of the Sassandra River (Gudger, 1927).
But the insistent question is: Are these great sharks indigenous to
Caribbean-Gulf waters? Consideration of the evidence set out above
leads me to think so; but before going farther into this matter, and be-
fore setting forth a theory to explain how whale sharks may have gotten
into the Atlantic and its adjacent waters, it will be necessary to recount
a few points in the history of this remarkable fish.
As previously noted, the whale shark was first discovered in Table
Bay, Cape of Good Hope, in 1828. In 1829, and more fully in 1849, it
was described and (1849) figured by Dr. Andrew Smith, surgeon to the
troops at Cape Town. Nearby (comparatively speaking) is one of the
regions in which Rhineodon is most abundant, namely, in the waters
around the Seychelles Islands in the western Indian Ocean between the
equator and Madagascar. Here they were found in 1870 and 1876 by
Perceval Wright, and here they are reported today by Mr. P. R. Dupont,
the government botanist in the Seychelles. Mr. Dupont writes that
sometimes two or three may be seen at one time when they come inshore,
apparently to feed on a Caranx which schools at this time of year.
The way is now cleared for a presentation of a theory of the occur-
rence of our fish in the Atlantic, and particularly in Caribbean-Gulf
waters, by my colleague, Mr. J. T. Nichols. He argues that these fish
breed in the region between the Seychelles and Mauritius, thence drift
down with the Mozambique Current to the Cape of Good Hope. Some
of them round the Cape and are carried northward in the current flowing
along the west coast of Africa, thence are carried westward in the equa-
torial drift, through the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico, to be stranded on
Florida shoals. He thinks the Abrolhos Light specimen was carried
south by that branch of the equatorial current which is split off at Cape
San Roque and flows southwest along the coast of Brazil.
Whether one agrees with Mr. Nichols or not, it will be granted that
his ingenious suggestion certainly fits the facts in extraordinary fashion
and offers a clear explanation as to how Rhineodon may have first got
into the Atlantic and into the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico.
However, the question of the distribution of Rhineodon in the Atlantic
is but one section of the greater question of its world-wide distribution,
which needs fuller study.
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OTHER MOUNTED SPECIMENS AND PRESERVED SKINS
AND MODELS OF THE WHALE SHARK
Since there is reason to believe that our model is not merely the
latest but the best representation of Rhineodon typus, it will be of in-
terest to make some brief historical study of skins and of other mounted
specimens for comparison. It may be premised at once that these are
few and far between, being limited to one preserved skin, two models,
and eight-mounted skins of the largest and the rarest shark.
In addition to its relative scarcity and its being found generally in
out-of-the-way places, its huge size and the great thickness of its skin
make the handling, preservation, and mounting of it a matter of the
greatest difficulty. In fact, when it is realized that the whale shark
Fig. 3. An outline drawing of the mounted specimen in the Museum d'Histoire
Naturelle, Paris.
Courtesy of M. Angel.
has the thickest skin (about four inches) of any animal in the world,
that this skin cannot be easily removed like that of a mammal but has
to be cut loose from the body of the fish, and that the fish's measured
length varies from fourteen to forty-five feet, the magnitude of the task
can be better realized. Fish skins, if mounted untanned, always crack.
Before being tanned a Rhineodon skin would have to be reduced by over
four-fifths by paring, and these things are only possible where men and
appliances in abundance are available.
The oldest mounted skin is that of Smith's (1829) fish-the first
ever recorded. Smith says that it "was caught by fishermen in Table
Bay during the month of April, 1828, and the skin was purchased for
£6 sterling and forwarded to the Paris Museum." -This was done,
according to a letter from Dr. J. Pellegrin of the Museum d'Histoire
Naturelle, by J. Verreaux. Through the courtesy of Monsieur F. Angel
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of the Museum, I am able, in figure 3, to reproduce an outline sketch of
this mounted skin. The date for this cannot be definitely established,
but it was prior to 1865. It is about fourteen feet long.
The next oldest mounted specimen (about twenty-two feet long) is
that in the Colombo Museum, Ceylon, prepared in 1883 under the
supervision of A. Haly, the director. This specimen may be seen in
plate XXX made from a photograph kindly sent to me by Dr. Joseph
Pearson, the present director. Haly got a second specimen of Rhineodon
in Ceylonese waters, and in 1889 sent its skin to the British Museum
(Natural History) where it was mounted by Gerrard in 1890. Through
the kindness of Mr. J. R. Norman of the department of fishes, I am able
to reproduce a photograph of this specimen as plate XXXI.
0 000 0
00
Fig. 4. The mounted whale shark in the establishment of a curio dealer in
Tokyo, Japan.
After Kisbinouye. 1901.
The next mounted specimen from the point of age is that in the
Madras Government Museum. This 22-foot specimen is recorded by
Thurston as having come ashore at Madras. It was presumably put on
display in 1894, the year from which the figure (P1. XXXII, fig. 1, herein)
dates, and was also presumably mounted under the direction of R. H.
Thurston.
Mounted fish No. 3 is that described by Kishinouye as being in the
hands of a Japanese curio dealer in Tokyo, in 1901. Figure 4 is a repre-
sentation of this crudely mounted fish. The fish when fresh measured
about 1000 cm. (33.4 ft.).
The next skin is not mounted but is that of the 18-foot specimen
which came ashore at Ormond Beach, Florida, in 1902. This is among
the treasures of the United States National Museum, where, through the
kindness of Mr. B. A. Bean, acting curator of fishes, I have been per-
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mitted to study it. Mr. Bean has had a figure of it drawn and this is
reproduced herein in plate XXVIII.
The second Florida specimen (1912) mounted by J. S. Warmbath
for its owner, Capt. Charles Thompson of Miami, is shown in figure 2
of plate XXXII. This mount has been exhibited all over the United
States. It has probably gone to pieces by this time. It was in bad shape
when seen by me in 1914.
In 1919, a 31-foot whale shark was stranded and killed near Cape
Sable, Florida. The skin was removed, and an effort was made to pur-
chase it for the American Museum by Mr. Arthur D. Lord of this city, a
member of the Museum. However, as an exorbitant price was asked,
the negotiations fell through. I understand that this skin has since gone
to pieces.
Next to be listed is the first specimen taken near Havana in 1927.
It was mounted and displayed in 1928, throughout Cuba, by its captors.
For a record of it see Gudger and Hoffman (1928). We understand that
this specimen has been destroyed by fire. It is shown herein as figure
3 of plate XXXII.
According to Pillay (1929), there is a painted plaster cast of a speci-
men 13 feet, 7 inches long, in the fish gallery of the Trevandrum Mu-
seum, Travancore, India. No details are given.
In June, 1930, Gudger and Hoffman put on record the capture of a
second specimen of this great shark (34 feet long) near Havana. This
fish was mounted for display, but the exhibition of it was a financial
failure, because the first fish had been mounted and exhibited in
Havana and throughout the island shortly before it. Consequently,
no care was given this second mount and it has been allowed to go com-
pletely to pieces. No photograph of this mount has been obtainable.
Finally Herre writes me that:
There is a stuffed specimen, about 4.2 m. long, in the Museum of Santo Tomas
University [Philippine Islands]. According to the Philippino Curator, it was taken in
Manilla Bay, about 1840, by fishermen from Navotas. It has evidently suffered hard
usage, and in places painted canvas has been used to repair injured portions, but it has
all the typical characters except the white spots.
If we accept the date of capture as fairly accurate, there is no record
of even the approximate date of mounting. Hence it seems best to put it
last so that it may be counted among the mounted specimens.
Last of all comes our model of the 1923 Florida (Marathon) speci-
men made under the direct supervision of, and in part by the hands of,
Mr. James L. Clark, head of the department of preparation in the Ameri-
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can Museum. As to its excellence, nothing need be said other than to
compare the figures of it with those of the other mounted specimens
reproduced herein. However, we are not content and still hope for a
mounted skin, or for a life-size model based on more complete data, to
be hung in our great Hall of Ocean Life. When this time comes we will
then have an eminently satisfactory specimen of the greatest of all sharks
since the days of Carcharodon megalodon, millions of years ago.
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PLATE XXIII
Lateral view of the model of the whale shark in the American Museum. Note
the wedge-shaped head and the widespread lobes of the tail fin.
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PLATE XXIV
The model of the whale shark seen in dorsal view. Note how square the snout
is and how large the fish is anteriorly.
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PLATE XXV
Fig. 1. The head of the American Museum model of the whale shark, seen in
left oblique view. Note the thin lips, the labial folds, and the eye.
Fig. 2. The whale shark tied to the wharf at Long Key, Florida, on June 10,
1923. Note first and second dorsal fins, and the upper lobe of the caudal-as long
as the man holding it is tall.
After Gudger and Mowbray, 1930.
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PLATE XXVI
Fig. 1. The left gill-slit and pectoral fin region of the whale shark. From a
submarine motion-picture film, by courtesy of Mr. Mack Sennett.
Fig. 2. A close-up view of the body of the whale shark to show the checker-
board arrangement of spots, bars, and keels.
After Gudger and Mowbray, 1930.
Fig. 3. The 1912 Florida Rhineodon alongside a schooner. Note size of fish,
position of fins, and order of spots and bars.
After Gudger, 1915.
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PLATE XXVII
A reproduction of the first drawing ever made of Rhineodon typus.
After Smith, 1849.
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PLATE XXVIII
Figure of the skin of the Rhineodon stranded on the coast of Florida in 1902.
After Bean, 1905.
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PLATJE XXIX
Fig. 1. Section of skin of Rhineodon in formalin for seven,years.l Note the
epidermis above (curled over at the edge), next the thick layer of connective tissue,
at the bottom (inside of the skin) the loose layer of connective tissue.
Fig. 2. The cavernous mouth of the Marathon whale shark. In the upper jaw
may be seen the dental band with the teeth in card-like rows. To the left is the eye.
After Gudger and Mowbray, 1930.
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PLATE XXX
The mounted whale shark in the Colombo Museum, Ceylon.
Courtesy of Dr. Joseph Pearson, Director.
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PLATE XXXI
The mounted specimen of the whale shark in the British Museum.
Courtesy of Mr. J. R. Norman.
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PLATE XXXII
Fig. 1. The mounted whale shark in the Madras Museum.
After Thurston.
Fig. 2. The mounted skin of the 1912 Florida whale shark.
After Gudger, 1915.
Fig. 3. The mounted skin of the first Havana fish.
After Gudger and Hoffmann, 1928.
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Acanthidium aciculatum, 145.
Acantholeria, 84.
Achaetella varipes, 84.
Actaea acantha, 117, 119, 120, 123.
bifrons, 117, 121, 123, 124.
nodosa, 125.
palmeri, 117, 124, 125.
rufopunctata nodosa, 117, 125, 126.
setiger, 121.
setigera, 117, 121, 123, 124.
spinifera, 118.
Actia americana, 97.
autumnalis, 97.
Actiopsis autumnalis, 97.
Adelphomyia pleuralis, 22, 113, 114.
Admontia degeerioides, 98.
Aldes, 24, 26, 26.
alpinus, 24.
arcticus, 24.
cinereus, 25, 26.
canadensis, 25.
excrucians, 25.
triseriatus, 25, 26.
trivittatus, 25, 26.
vexans, 25.
Aftobatus narinari, 624.
Agromyza latipes, 81.
longipennis, 81.
posticata, 81.
Agromyzidae, 81.
Alexander, Charles P., see Curran.
Allophyla, 83.
Alophora fumosa, 96.
Amalopina flaveola, 114.
Americina adusta, 23, 84.
Amobia aurata, 90.
confundens, 90.
Amobiopsis confundens, 90.
Amoebaleria, 83.
Anopheles, 24.
punctipennis, 26.
Anorostoma, 83.
Anthalia bulbosa, 44.
flava, 22, 44.
Anthomyia alcathoe, 85.
errans, 87.
leucostoma, 87.
lipsea, 85.
palposa, 88.
pluvialis, 85.
serva, 87.
soccata, 87.
winthemi, 85.
Anthomyza nigritarsis, 85.
vittigera, 85.
vittipes, 85.
Anthrax alternatus, 43.
analis, 43.
hypomelas, 43.
irrorata, 42.
lateralis, 43.
oedipus, 42.
sinuosus, 43.
Antocha opalizans, 114.
Anypotacta, 83.
Aporia limacodis, 94.
Archytas amethystina, 112.
apicifera, 112.
aterrima, 112.
california, 112.
pilosa, 112.
vulgaris, 112.
Argyra albicans, 51.
calceata, 51.
Arrhinomyia barbata, 94.
Asilidin, 22, 40.
Asilus mstuans, 42.
flavofemoratus, 41.
grossa, 41.
notatus, 41.
orphne, 41.
sadyates, 42.
sericeus, 42.
snowi, 42.
Asindulum montanum, 34.
Asyndetus, 162.
currani, 172.
disjunctus, 172.
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flavitibialis, 172.
Atacta geminata, 104.
Atelogossa, 91.
cinerea, 92.
glabra, 92.
trivittata, 23, 92.
wheeleri, 92.
Atomosia rufipes, 22, 41.
Baccha angusta, 60.
cognata, 60.
costata, 60.
fascipennis, 60.
fuscipennis, 60.
obscuricornis, 60.
Bairdiella chrysura, 14.
Batrachuperus pinchonii, 429, 433.
sinensis, 429.
tibetanus, 429.
Baumhaueria analis, 106.
Belvosia unifasciata, 111.
Bibio longipes, 36.
Bibioides, 36.
Bibionidae, 36.
Bicellaria, 44.
Bittacomorpha clavipes, 115.
Blepharipeza leucophrys, 105, 106.
Bombinator igneus, 435.
maxima, 436.
orientalis, 435.
Bombina, 424, 425, 434.
maxima, 435.
orientalis, 435.
Bombomina flavicollis, 41.
grossa, 41.
sacrator, 41.
thoracica, 41.
Bombyliidss, 42.
Bombyliopsis abrupta, 112.
Boone, Lee, Notes on the West Indian
Crabs of the Genus Actaea, 117-127.
Borboridae, 81.
Botryllide, 207, 210, 214.
Botrylloides, 214.
Botryllus communis, 214.
niger, 213.
planus, 213.
primigenus, 207, 210, 211, 212, 214.
schlosseri, 213, 214.
Brevicipitid£e, 586.
Bucentes cristata, 97.
Bufonicke, 453.
Bufo, 424, 425, 453.
andrewsi, 459.
bankorensis, 401, 412, 414, 419-421,
456, 457-459.
bufo, 459.
bufo asiaticus, 419-421, 456, 457, 459,
460.
bufo japonicus, 457, 458.
griseus, 455.
melanostrictus, 405-407, 412, 414,
419-421, 453, 454-456.
raddei, 401, 419-421, 459-461.
vulgaris, 412, 457.
vulgaris asiaticus, 459.
Burt, Charles E., and May Danheim,
South American Lizards in the
Collection of The American Museum
of Natural History. Note: The
index is printed with the article,
227-395.
Cacopoides borealis, 587.
Calliphora erythrocephala, 89.
vomitoria, 89.
Calobata antennrpes, 82.
Callula tornieri, 587.
verrucosa, 588, 590.
Camptocladius aterrimus, 33.
fumosinus, 22, 33.
fumosus, 33.
nerius, 22, 34.
Camptoneura picta, 76.
Cancer acanthus, 117.
Caranx, 632.
Carcharias taurus, 145.
Carcharinus, 146.
limbatus, 145.
Carcharodon, 146.
carcharias, 145.
megalodon, 636.
Cardiocladius fulva, 30.
Cartosyrphus pallipes, 69.
Catulus, 150, 151.
Catulida, 151.
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Cecidomyidae, 36.
Centrocymnus owstonii, 145.
Cephalops spurius, 53.
Ceratopogon cilipes, 28.
guttipennis, 28.
sanguisugus, 28.
Ceraturgus cruciatus, 41.
Cestracion, 134.
Cetorhinidae, 150.
Cetorhinus, 135, 136, 144-146, 150, 151,
153, 157, 158.
maximus, 151, 616.
Chstogaedia analis, 106.
crebra, 23, 106.
Chsetona nitens, 94.
Chalarus, 53.
spurius, 53.
Chaoborina, 24, 26.
Chaoborus, 25, 26.
albatus, 22, 26, 27.
albipes, 26, 27.
crystalina, 26, 27.
plumicornis, 27.
plumicornis americana, 27.
punctipennis, 26, 27.
Chiloscillium, 151, 152.
Chilosia pallipes, 69.
Chilosine, 66.
Chirixalus doris, 583.
simus, 583.
Chironomide, 22, 28.
Chironomus, 30.
aberrans. 32.
albimanus, 31.
artifer, 22, 32.
brevitibialis, 31.
brunneipennis, 31.
decorus, 30.
fallax, 32.
flavus, 32.
nigricans, 32.
pallidus, 32.
parvilamellatus, 22, 31.
plumosus, 30.
pulchripennis, 31.
riparius, 30, 31.
tendens, 22, 31.
tenuicaudatus, 22, 32.
tuxis, 22, 31.
viridicollis, 31.
viridis, 22, 32.
Chloropid2e, 23, 79.
Chloropisca glabra, 79.
Chlorops eucera, 79.
certima, 79.
glabra, 79.
rubrivittata, 79, 80.
rufescens, 23, 79, 80.
surda, 23, 79, 80.
versicolor, 79.
Chrysochroma nigricornis, 39.
Chrysogaster nigripes, 69.
pulchella, 69.
Chrysonotus nigricornis, 39.
Chrysopilus ornatus, 40.
quadratus, 39.
thoracicus, 39.
Chrysops callidus, 37.
carbonarius, 37.
celer, 37.
cuclux, 37.
fallax, 37.
frigidus, 37.
geminatus, 37.
indus, 37.
moechus, 37.
niger, 36.
univittatus, 37.
vittatus, 38.
wiedemanni, 37.
Chrysotachina alcedo, 111.
Chrysotimus lutea, 22, 52.
Chrysotoxum pubescens, 55.
radiosum, 22, 55.
Chrysotus, 51, 162.
discolor, 51.
Chyliza erudita, 23, 80.
notata, 80.
Cistogaster divisa, 96.
immaculata, 96.
Clavelina, 207, 208, 210.
huntsmani, 207, 208, 209.
Clistimorpha triangulifera, 96.
Clusia lateralis, 82.
Clusiidae, 82.
Ceenomyia ferruginea, 39.
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pallida, 39.
Ccenomyiide, 39.
Coenosia antennalis, 84.
calopyga, 84.
lata, 84.
Compsilura concinnata, 23, 104.
Condidea lata, 70.
Condylostylus, 161, 163.
barbitarsus, 166.
bicoloripes, 164.
brevimanus, 166.
camptopus, 166.
caudatus, 48.
chrysoprasius, 163.
ciliipes, 163.
clavatus, 164.
clavipes, 166.
cornutus, 164, 167, 202.
coxalis, 165.
ctenopus, 165, 166.
cylindricus, 164.
forcipatus, 163.
goetglebueri, 164.
ignoratus, 163.
longipennis, 164.
longipilus, 164.
mensor, 163, 165, 166
nigrimanus, 166.
nitidicauda, 163.
panAmensis, 163.
patibulatus, 48.
pectinatus, 165.
pedestris, 164, 166, 202.
pulchritarsis, 163, 167, 202.
purpureus, 163.
rex, 166.
simulans, 163.
sipho, 48.
uniseriata, 163.
uniseta, 163, 164.
ConopidT, 75.
Conops calcitrans, 88.
tibialis, 75.
Copromyza fontinalis, 82.
Cordylura adusta, 84.
Corethra, 25.
punctipennis, 27.
Corethrella, 25.
Criddleria, 83.
Cryptolabis paradoxa, 115.
Cryptomeigenia dubia, 23, 105.
menapis, 105.
ontario, 105.
Culex apicalis, 26.
canadensis, 25.
excrucians, 25.
perturbans, 26.
punctipennis, 26.
triseriatus, 26.
trivittatus, 26.
vexans, 25.
Culicella, 25.
Culicidce, 22, 24.
Culicinre, 25.
Culicoides guttipennis, 28.
sanguisugus, 28.
Curran, C. H., Report of the Diptera
Collected at the Station for the
Study of Insects, Harriman Inter-
state Park, N. Y., 21-115.
Cylindromyia argentea, 95.
decora, 95.
dosiades, 95.
euchenor, 95.
nigra, 95.
pusilia, 23, 95.
Cynops chinensis, 412.
Cyrtopogon falto, 40.
lutatius, 40.
Dasypogon cruciatus, 41.
falto, 40.
guttula, 40.
lutatius, 40.
Dendroclavella elegans, 210.
Dendrophaonia hilariformis, 87.
Desmometopa, 81.
Desmometopina, 81.
latipes, 81.
Dexia analis, 95.
basalis, 94.
pristis, 94.
Dexodes chaetoneura, 23, 101.
epilachnte, 101.
exilis, 23, 101, 102.
Diaphorus, 51, 162, 170.
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Diaphorus antennatus, 170.
approximatus, 171.
brevimanus, 170, 171.
curvispina, 170.
nigrihalteralis, 170, 171.
perplexus, 170.
simplex, 170.
spectabilis, 51, 170.
tenuipes, 170.
varipes, 170.
Dicranomyia humidicola, 114.
iowensis, 113, 114.
liberta, 114.
longipennis, 114.
morioides, 114.
stulta, 114.
Didea fuscipes, 55.
Dilophus, 36.
Dinera robusta, 93.
Diomonus magnificus, 35.
Diostracus prasinus, 52.
Diplopelma, 600.
Diplotoxa versicolor, 79.
Dipsa furcata, 52.
Discobola argus, 114.
Discoglossiche, 434.
Dixiidle, 24.
Dolichopidce, 22, 48, 161.
Dolichopus batillifer, 50.
calcaratus, 49.
dakotensis, 49.
flavilacertus, 49.
gratus, 49.
harbecki, 49.
patibulatus, 48.
setifer, 49.
sipho, 48.
variabilis, 49.
versutus, 49.
virga, 49.
Doros balyras, 72.
flavipes, 55.
Dryomyza aristalis, 82.
Dyalysis elongata, 39.
Eccoptomera, 83.
Elephantocera angulicornis, 23, 96, 97.
greenei, 96.
Empididae, 22, 44.
Empis peeciloptera, 45.
tenebrosa, 45.
varipennis, 22, 45.
Engystoma pulchrum, 600.
Epalpus signiferus, 112.
Ephydridae, 23, 77.
Epiphragma fascipennis, 114.
solatrix, 114.
Epistrophe cinctellus, 22, 56.
grossularie, 56.
xanthostomus, 56.
Erax estuans, 42.
Erioptera caloptera, 115.
chlorophylla, 115.
septemtrionis, 115.
Eriopterini, 115.
Eristalis posticata, 74.
saxorum, 75.
Ernestia arcuata, 111.
platycarina, 111.
Erycia, 101, 103.
arator, 102.
celer, 102.
delecta, 23, 102.
tuxedo, 23, 102.
Erycioides thoracica, 23, 103.
Euaresta bella, 76.
Eucorethra, 25.
Eugnoriste, 35.
Eupelecotheca celer, 106.
Eurosta elsa, 76.
Eustalomyia vittipes, 85.
Eusynstyela gravei, 207, 215, 216.
tincta, 215.
Eutarsus, 162.
nigripennis, 172, 173, 202.
sinuatus, 173.
Eutheresia, 92.
Euthyneura bulbosa, 44.
Eutreta sparsa, 76.
Euzenillia aurea, 99.
variabilis, 99.
Euzenilliopsis diatrmae, 99.
Exorista, 98.
amplexa, 107.
caesar, 107.
futilis, 108.
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helvina, 107.
mella, 98.
rustica, 98.
Exoristoides slossonwe, 106.
Fannia abrupta, 23, 86.
canicularis, 86.
curvipes, 23, 87.
pretiosina, 23, 86.
scalaris, 86.
Forcipomyia cilipes, 28.
Galeocerdo, 135.
tigrinus, 624.
Genea analis, 95.
Geron calvus, 43.
subauratus, 43.
Ginglymostoma, 134, 135, 150, 151.
cirratum, 145, 624.
Ginglymostomida, 150.
Glaphyroptera opima, 35.
sublunata, 35.
Gonomyia subeinerea, 115.
sulphurella, 115.
Graphomyia maculata, 88.
Gymnochaeta alcedo, ill.
Gymnophora arcuata, 22, 52.
Gymnoproscopa filipalpus, 23, 91.
Gymnopternus chalcochrus, 50.
crassicauda, 50.
difficilis, 50.
exilis, 50.
flavus, 50.
frequens, 50.
phyllophorus, 51.
Gymnosoma fuliginosa, 96.
Gudger, E. W., Pug-headedness in the
Striped Sea Bass, Roccus lineatus,
and in Other Related Fishes, 1-19;
The Fourth Florida Whale Shark,
Rhineodon typus, and the American
Museum Model Based on It, 613-
637.
Heleomyza, 83.
fenestralis, 84.
Heleomyzida, 83.
Helicobia helicis, 89.
latisetosa, 23, 89.
Helina lucorum, 87.
uniseta, 23, 87.
Helobia hybrida, 115.
Helomyza lateralis, 82.
Helophilus fasciatus, 74.
similis, 74.
Hemimyzon zebroidus, 561.
Heptanchus, 134.
Hercostomus, 162.
ornatus, 50.
panamensis, 185, 202.
Herina metallica, 76.
Heringia salax, 69.
Hesperinus, 36.
Heteromyza, 83.
Hexatomini, 114.
Hilara argyrata, 22, 45.
juno, 22, 44.
lutea, 22, 45.
mutabilis, 44.
seriata, 22, 45.
umbrosa, 45.
Hippelates nitidifrons, 80.
plebejus, 80.
Holopogon guttula, 40.
Hoplogaster mollicula, 84.
Hyalanthrax sabinus, 43.
Hyalomyia triangulifera, 96.
Hydrellia prudens, 23, 78.
Hydromyza confluens, 84.
Hydrophorus chrysologus, 51;
pirata, 51.
Hyla, 405, 418, 424, 425, 462, 464, 470,
474, 477, 484.
albotaeniata, 462.
annectans, 420, 421, 463, 464, 466, 467,
474-477.
arborea, 405, 406, 462, 477.
arborea arborea, 463.
arborea immaculata, 464.
arborea japonica, 462, 463, 465, 468,
475.
bambusicola, 462.
chinensis, 400, 404, 406, 412-414, 418,
420, 421, 462-465, 466-472, 474,
477, 485.
chinensis immaculata, 464.
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chinensis simplex, 477.
immaculata, 418, 420, 421, 462-464,
465, 468, 474-476, 478.
monticola, 462.
sanchiangensis, 400, 414, 418, 421,
463, 465, 467-470-472, 474, 476,
485.
simplex, 400, 405-407, 409, 418, 420,
421,463,465,469,470,474-477-479,
485.
Hylarana, 540, 541.
Hylemyia alcathoe, 85.
cilicrura, 85.
trivittata, 85.
Hyliche, 462.
Hylorana, 542, 547, 553.
malabarica, 529.
Hynobiiche, 426.
Hynobius, 426, 429, 572.
chinensis, 400, 414, 419-421, 426-428.
leechii, 427.
nsevius, 427.
sonani, 427.
Hypasistomyia, 81.
Hypertrophomma opaca, 23, 105.
Hypostena alberta, 99.
barbata, 94.
degeerioides, 98.
impatiens, 99.
parva, 98, 99.
pusilla, 94.
variabilis, 98.
Isuridch, 151.
Isurus, 144, 146, 151.
Ixalus vittatus, 584.
Jurinia aterrima, 112.
Kalluella, 424, 426, 591.
yunnanensis, 591.
Kalophrynus, 406, 424-426, 586.
pleurostigma, 406, 408, 586, 587.
pleurostigma sinensis, 586.
Kaloula, 424, 426, 587.
borealis, 401, 419, 421, 587-589, 591.
rugifera, 588.
verrucosa, 587, 588, 590, 591.
wolterstorffi, 588.
Keirosoma, 162.
Labrax lineatus, 9.
lupus, 11, 12, 17, 18.
mucronatus, 9.
Lamna, 135, 146, 149-151.
Lamnidte, 150.
Lamninse, 150.
Laphria canis, 41.
flavicolis, 41.
sacrator, 41.
thoracica, 41.
Lasiomastix tenuicornis, 114.
Latreillia unifasciata, 111.
Leia opima, 35.
sublunata, 35.
winthemii, 35.
Lepidophora aegeriformis, 43.
lepidocera, 43.
Leptis ornatus, 40.
punctipennis, 39.
quadratus, 39.
thoracicus, 39.
Leptobotrylloides dubium, 214.
Leptobrachium, 412, 438.
boettgeri, 438.
monticola, 438.
Leptocera ferruginata, 81.
fontinalis, 82.
Leptogaster badia, 40.
Leptopeza compta, 44.
Leucaspius delineatus, 18.
Limnophila tenuicornis, 114.
Limnophora suspecta, 23, 88.
torrey2e, 88.
Limonia argus, 114.
fallax, 114.
gladiator, 114.
humidicola, 114.
immtura, 114.
indigena, 114.
iowensis, 22, 113, 114.
liberta, 114.
longipennis, 114.
maculata, 114.
morioides, 114.
novw-angliw, 22, 113, 114.
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parietina, 114.
pubipennis, 114.
rara, 114.
stulta, 114.
triocellata, 114.
Limoniina, 114.
Limoniini, 114.
Limosina ferruginata, 81.
Linnamya halmorrhoidalis, 111.
Lispa albitarsis, 88.
palposa, 88.
Lissa varipes, 84.
Lixophaga diatrtnea, 23, 99, 100.
fasciata, 23, 99, 100.
impatiens, 99.
jennei, 99.
mediocris, 99, 100.
nigribasis, 23, 99, 100, 101.
orbitalis, 99.
parva, 23, 98, 99.
plumbea, 99.
variabilis, 98, 99, 100.
Lonchoptera furcata, 52.
Lonchopteridae, 52.
Loxocera collaris, 80.
cylindrica pleuritica, 80.
pleuritica, 80.
Lucilia australis, 23, 89.
cesar, 89.
Lutomyia, 83.
Lydella, 103.
eufitchle, 23, 104.
hyphantrise, 23, 104.
lathami, 104.
Macrocera clara, 34.
Macromeigenia chrysoprocta, 111.
Madiza annulitarse, 81.
Mallochiella halteralis, 81.
orillia, 81..
Mallota albipila, 74.
cimbiciformis, 74.
colombii, 74.
colombii, 74.
diversipennis, 74.
facialis, 74.
flavoterminalis, 74.
illinoiensis, 74.
palmeraT, 74.
posticata, 74.
sackeni, 74.
Manota, 35.
Masicera arator, 102.
celer, 102.
chaetoneura, 101.
eufitchse, 104.
exilis, 101.
fraudulenta, 104.
protoparcis, 104.
tenthredinarum, 101.
Medetera, 162, 180.
albitarsis, 181, 184, 202.
amplimanus, 181, 182, 202.
bella, 181.
currani, 181, 182, 202.
flaviseta, 180.
minor, 182.
nigromanus, 181, 182, 202.
ovata, 181, 183, 202.
pallidicornis, 181.
pedestris, 182.
pollinosa, 181.
Medeterus chrysologus, 51.
Megophrys, 412, 419, 424-426, 436, 438,
440, 442, 446, 449.
boettgeri, 411, 414, 419, 421-423, 437,
438-447, 596.
boulengeri, 436.
carinensis, 437, 440.
feae, 436.
hasseltii, 414, 419, 421-423, 437, 443,
450-453.
kempii, 437, 440.
kuatunensis, 401, 414, 419, 421-423,
437, 438, 440-442, 444, 446, 447.
longipes, 437.
major, 437.
minor, 437, 440, 444, 446.
pelodytoides, 414, 419, 421-423, 437,
440, 447-450.
weigoldi, 437.
Melangyna quadrimaculata, 66.
Melanostoma, 64, 66.
ambiguum, 64.
angustatum, 64, 68.
angustatus, 67.
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atra, 66.
chletopoda, 65, 67.
chilosia, 66.
caerulescens, 65.
concinnum, 65.
confusa, 65, 68.
dubium, 66.
kelloggi, 65.
luteipennis, 66.
melanderi, 64.
mellinum, 65, 68.
obscurum, 65, 68.
parva, 66.
pictipes, 65, 68.
rostratus, 65.
rufipes, 65, 68.
scalare, 68.
squamule, 65, 68.
stegnum, 64, 67.
trichopus, 65.
Mericia ampelus, 111.
arcuata, 111.
platycarina, 111.
Meromyza americana, 79.
Mesogramma marginata, 69.
polita, 69.
Metangela, 35.
Metopia campestris, 91.
leucocephala, 91.
Metriocnemis imnocuus, 22,33.
mitis, 22, 33.
nanus, 33.
par, 22, 33.
Metrocarpa, 214.
Micrixalus torrentis, 406, 408.
Microdon champlaini, 54.
cothurnatus, 54.
fuscipennis, 54.
globosus, 54.
melanogaster, 54.
ocellaris, 22, 54.
tristis, 54.
Microhyla, 419, 424, 426, 444, 591, 598,
599.
achatina, 406, 594.
boulengeri, 405, 593.
butleri, 405, 406, 408, 413, 414, 419,
421, 591, 592, 593, 596, 599, 601.
eremita, 597, 598.
fissipes, 406, 597, 598.
grahami, 592.
hainanendis, 405, 406, 600.
heymonsi, 406, 408, 413, 414, 419, 421,
443, 591, 593-598, 601.
ornata, 405, 406, 408, 413, 414, 419,
421,490,591-593,596, 597-599,601.
pulchra, 405, 406, 408, 419, 421, 490,
591-593, 599-601.
rubra, 596, 598.
sowerbyi, 413, 592, 593.
Micromorphus, 161, 162, 180.
panamensis, 180.
Micropezidae, 82.
Micropterus salmoides, 14.
Milesia virginiensis, 70.
Milichiidae, 80.
Milichiine, 81.
Miltogramma trilineata, 91.
Molge labiatum, 400, 432, 433.
pyrrhogastra, 432.
Morone americana, 9.
Morpholeria, 84.
Musca assimilis, 89.
caesar, 89.
canicularis, 86.
cylindrica, 77.
domestica, 88.
erythrocephala, 89.
fenestralis, 44.
hlemorrhoidalis, 90.
leucocephala, 91.
lucorum, 87.
maculata, 88.
mantis, 77.
meditabunda, 88.
menthastri, 61.
mollicula, 84.
nigripes, 94.
picta, 76.
pilosa, 112.
pluvialis, 85.
scalaris, 86.
scripta, 62.
serena, 89.
stabulans, 88.
vibrans, 76.
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virginiensis, 70.
vomitoria, 89.
Muscidie, 23, 84.
Muscina-, 84.
Muscina assimilis, 89.
stabulans, 88.
Mycetaulus, 77.
Mycetophilidie, 34.
Mydsea neglecta, 87.
Myiolepta nigra, 70.
varipes, 70.
Myiophasia metallica, 96.
Myobiopsis similis, 95.
Myopa clausa, 75.
Myospila meditabunda, 88.
Nemopoda cylindrica, 77.
Nemorilla maculosa, 106.
Neoleria, 83.
Nephrocerus, 53.
Nephrotoma breviorcornis, 113.
ferruginea, 113.
incurva, 113.
Neurigona, 162, 178.
banksi, 178.
decora, 178.
disjuncta, 49.
maculata, 49.
maculipennis, 178.
thoracica, 178.
Notiphila latelimbata, 23, 77.
loewi, 78.
unicolor, 78.
vittata, 23, 77.
Nyctibatrachus sinensis, 496.
Ochthera mantis, 77.
Ocyptamus fuscipennis, 60.
Ocyptera arcuata, 96.
argentea, 95.
Odontaspis, 135, 144, 145.
(Ecothaa fenestralis, 84.
CEcothea, 83.
Oncomyia abbreviata, 75.
Oceidozyga, 405, 413, 425, 426, 480, 481.
levis martensi, 406, 407, 419, 425, 480,
481.
lima, 400, 406, 407, 414, 419-421, 480,
481-483.
Ophyra leucostoma. 87.
Orbellia, 83.
Orectolobidse, 150-153.
Orectolobinre, 150.
Orectolobus, 150, 151.
Ormosia deviata, 115.
nigripila, 115.
Oropeza albipes, 113.
obscura, 113.
Ortalidse, 75.
Orthocladius julia, 22, 34.
oceanica, 34.
Oscinella coxendix, 80.
Osteosternum amoyense, 400, 413, 481,
482.
Oxydozyga, 413, 480.
lima, 413.
Oxyglossus, 405, 480, 482.
lnvis martensi, 406.
lima, 405, 480.
Pachyopht,halmus distortus, 90.
signatus, 91.
Pachytriton, 432.
brevipes, 400, 412-414, 422, 432-434,
561.
Paraclius, 162, 185, 195.
acuticornis, 186.
albimanus, 193.
albitalus, 186.
albonotatus, 185, 188, 193, 204.
brevicornis, 186, 192, 193.
costalis, 186.
eximius, 186, 189, 204.
femoratus, 186.
flavicauda, 186, 190, 204.
fusiformis, 186, 187, 204.
keiferi, 186.
Ievis, 193.
longiciliatus, 185, 193.
longicornis, 186,191-193,204.
nigripes, 186.
obscurus, 186,191-193, 204.
ornatus, 50.
ovatus, 186, 193, 204.
parvicauda, 186.
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setosus, 186, 189, 204.
simplex, 186.
subcostatus, 185, 188, 204.
terminalis, 193.
venustus, 186, 192.
Paragus angustifrons, 69.
bicolor, 69.
tibialis, 69.
Paralispe aldrichi, 23, 106.
Parasetigena, 110.
Parectecephala eucera, 79.
Parhelophilus rex, 23, 74.
Pedicia albivitta, 114.
Pediciini, 114.
Pegomyia affinis, 86.
lipsea, 85.
luteola, 85.
nigritarsis, 85.
trivittata, 85.
vittigera, 85.
winthemi, 85.
Pelastoneurus, 162, 197.
bilamellatus, 197, 199.
bilineatus, 197, 198, 204.
caeruleus, 197.
nitidus, 197, 204.
pectinatus, 197.
vagans, 50.
Peleteria anaxias, 111.
confusa, 112.
Pelobatidce, 436.
Penthoptera albitarsis, 114.
Phaonia apicata, 87.
errans, 87.
serva, 87.
soccata, 87.
Phasioclista metallica, 96.
Philautus, 406, 424, 425, 484, 582, 583.
dori.T, 401, 406, 408, 418, 420, 486,
582, 583.
nongkhorensis, 583.
simus, 583.
vittatus, 406, 408, 418, 420, 421, 486,
584, 585.
Phoridae, 22, 52.
Phorocera claripennis, 108, 111.
einaris, 108, 111.
erecta, 23, 108, 109.
imitator, 108.
leucani2e, 108.
mitis, 23, 108.
pachypyga, 108.
slossonae, 108.
sternalis, 23, 108, 110.
tenuiseta, 23, 108, 110.
tortricis, 23, 108, 109.
tuxedo, 23, 108, 110.
Phorodonta, 35.
Phrosineila fumosa, 23, 91.
Phrynofontina convexa, 105.
discalis, 23, 105.
Phyllophilopsis nitens, 94.
Physocephala tibialis, 75.
Pilumnici, 117.
Piophila affinis, 23, 77.
pu.silla, 23, 77.
Piophiliaee, 23, 77.
Pipiza albipilosa, 69.
femoralis, 69.
salax, 69.
tibialis, 69.
Pipunculidte, 22, 52.
Pipunculus aequus, 53.
atlanticus, 53.
dingulatus, 53.
discolor, 53.
fasciatus, 22, 53.
semifasciatus, 22, 53.
Platycheirus, 64, 66.
albimanus, 68.
clypeatus, 67.
discimanus, 67.
erraticus, 68.
immarginatus, 67.
manicatus, 67.
peltatus, 68.
perpallidus, 67.
quadratus, 67.
scambus, 67.
scutatus, 67.
Platypalpus mimus, 22, 48.
Platyura elegans, 35.
mendosa, 34.
Plecia, 36.
Pnyxia, 35.
Podoclavella, 210.
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Polidea areos, 97.
Polyandrocarpa, 221.
gravei, 207, 215, 216.
tincta, 215-218.
zorritensis, 224.
Polycarpa, 220.
Polycitoridae, 207.
Polymedon, 193, 194.
Polypedates, 401, 406, 420, 424, 425,
462, 484, 486, 562, 580, 581, 582.
annectans, 474.
arborea, 567.
dennysi, 400, 401, 414, 418, 420, 421,
429, 486, 562-569, 571, 572, 574.
everetti, 580.
exiguus, 563.
feyi, 400, 563.
leucomystax, 566, 572, 574.
leucomystax leucomystax, 405, 406,
408, 417, 418, 420, 421, 486, 566,
572-576.
leucomystax megacephalus, 401, 412,
414, 417, 418, 420, 421, 486, 572,
574-576.
maculatus, 574.
malabaricus, 576.
oxycephalus, 401, 406, 408, 420-422,
486, 57-580.
reinwardtii, 566-568, 570.
reticulatus, 580.
schlegelii, 566, 567, 576.
schlegehi arborea, 567.
yunnanensis, 550.
Polypedatidae, 562.
Pope, Clifford H., Notes on Amphibians
from Fukien, Hainan, and Other
Parts of China, 396-611.
Porites furcata, 124.
Porphyrops signifer, 51.
Porsenus, 83.
Postleria, 83.
Proboheus, 35.
Procecidochares atra, 76.
Prochyliza, 77.
Procladius bellus, 30.
Prospherysa crebra, 106.
Protenthes culiciformis, 29.
fasciger, 22, 29.
Psectrocladius, 34.
Pseudeuantha coquilletti, 94, 95.
pristis, 94.
rubripes, 94.
Pseudoleria, 83.
Pseudolimnophila contempta, 114.
Pseudopsila collaris, 80.
Psila collaris, 80.
Psiliche, 23, 80.
Psilocephala frontalis, 42.
Psilopus caudatus, 48.
pallens, 48.
Psorophora, 24.
Psychoda alternatat 27.
cinerea, 27, 28.
degenera, 28.
degenerans, 28.
phalsenoides, 27, 28.
prudens, 27.
tonnoiri, 28.
Psychodidae, 27.
Ptecticus trivittatus, 39.
Pterallaste3 liturata, 73.
thoracicus, 73.
Ptilodexia, 93.
Ptychopteridae, 113, 115.
Pyrellia serena, 89.
PyrophEena granditarsis, 67.
granditarsis apicula, 67.
rosarum, 66.
rosarum-duplicata, 66.
Pyura antillarum, 224.
bradleyi, 207, 221-223.
momus, 224.
pachydermatina, 224.
stolonifera, 221, 224.
Pyuride, 221.
Rana, 401, 404, 414, 421, 422, 425, 484,
487, 501, 515, 533, 553, 556, 557,
559, 560.
adenopleura, 400, 413, 414, 419-421,
486, 533, 534-539.
amurensis, 418, 520-522, 524.
andersonii, 400, 405, 407, 412, 414,
420-423, 499, 550-554, 556.
asiatica, 400, 418, 420, 421, 487, 520,
521, 522, 524, 526.
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boulengeri, 412, 501, 502, 558.
caldwelli, 400, 534, 535.
chensinensis, 520, 521, 524.
chunganensis, 414, 421, 422, 542, 546-
550, 556.
courtoisi, 400, 501-503.
cyanophlyctis, 491.
dennysi, 412.
duboisreymondi, 400, 502.
erythraea, 540.
erythreae, 542.
esculenta, 404.
esculenta chinensis, 413, 518.
fukienensis, 413, 414, 419-421, 509,
510-514, 519.
gracilis, 404, 405, 491-493.
grahami, 551, 553.
graminea, 405, 407, 414, 420-423, 499,
506, 543, 552, 553-556.
guentheri, 400, 405-407, 412, 414, 419-
421, 486, 529-531.
japonica, 401, 412-414, 418, 420, 421,
486, 522, 525-527, 529.
kuhlii, 406, 407, 412, 414, 419-421,
485, 495-501.
kukunoris, 521.
latouchii, 400, 411, 412, 414, 419-421,
485, 531-534, 536.
latrans, 412, 500, 501, 504.
limnocharis, 405-407, 413, 414, 420,
421, 485, 491-495.
longicrus, 413, 526, 527.
luctuosme, 553.
macrodactyla, 405-407, 418, 420, 421,
484, 540-542.
maculatus, 405.
melli, 400, 551, 552.
montivaga, 400, 401, 414, 419, 421-
423, 487, 542-546, 548, 550, 556,
557.
namiyei, 495, 496.
nasica, 406, 407, 409, 548.
nigromaculata, 405, 485, 487, 511-518,
520.
nigromaculata mongolia, 400, 419-421,
485, 516, 517, 518.
nigromaculata nigromaculata, 419-421,
515, 517, 518.
nigromaculata reinhardtii, 400, 413,
414,419-421,516-518, 519.
noblei, 520.
phrynoides, 499, 500, 503.
plancyi, 400, 413, 421,484,509-514,519.
pleuraden, 539, 553.
ricketti, 411, 412, 503, 558.
rugulosa, 405, 407, 413, 414, 417-421,
425,484,487-491,504,518.
schmackeri, 551.
silvatica, 527.
spinosa, 400, 401, 412, 414, 420-424,
453, 487, 499, 500-508, 549, 555,
556, 601.
spinulosa, 406, 408.
taipehensis, 406, 408, 418, 539-541.
tigrina, 405, 487-489.
tigrina pantherina, 487-489.
trivittata, 541.
varians, 542.
vittigera, 489, 491-493.
yunnanensis, 550.
Ranice, 480.
Ravinia latisetosa, 89.
peniculata, 89.
Rhabdocynthia, 224.
Rhacophorus, 576.
dennysi, 412, 563.
leucomystax, 405, 412, 574.
maculatus, 405, 574.
megacephalus, 574.
oxycephalus, 405.
Rhagionie, 22, 39.
Rhagio punctipennis, 39.
Rhamphomyia, 48.
angustipennis, 46.
argentea, 22, 47.
bipunctata, 22, 47.
disconcerta, 22, 46.
fumosa, 46.
Rhaphidolabis cayuga, 114.
tenuipes, 114.
Rhaphium signifer, 51.
Rhincodon, 129, 148, 150, 151, 153.
RhincodontidEe, 150, 151.
Rhineodon, 129, 131, 135, 136, 138, 144-
146, 148, 150-155, 158, 615, 621,
627, 628, 630-634.
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typus, 129, 148, 155, 613, 616-618,
625, 630,633.
Rhineodontide, 151, 155.
Rhingia nasica, 70.
Rhinodon, 148, 150.
typicus, 129, 151.
Rhinodontire, 150.
Rhipidia maculata, 114.
Rhynchiodexia arida, 93.
confusa, 93.
dubia, 93, 94.
harpasa, 93.
hucketti, 93.
incerta, 93.
leucoptera, 93.
levata, 93.
mathesoni, 93.
neotibialis, 93.
obscura, 93, 94.
ponderosa, 93.
proxima, 93.
rufipennis, 93.
sororia, 93.
translucipennis, 93.
Rhynchosciara, 35.
Rhyphidae, 23.
Rhyphus alternatus, 23.
Rivellia flavimana, 76.
metallica, 76.
pallida, 75.
viridulans, 77.
Roccus lineatus, 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 11, 12, 17.
Salamandrida, 430.
Salmo fario, 1, 15.
Salmoniche, 14.
Sarcionus, 162, 194, 195.
acutispina, 194, 196, 204.
currani, 194, 195.
intermedius, 194; 204.
rotundicornis, 194, 196, 204.
Sarcophaga assidua, 90.
cimbicis, 89.
cingarus, 90.
comminis, 90.
hemorrhoidalis, 90.
helicis, 89.
pallinervis, 90.
peniculata, 89.
scoparia, 90.
Sarcophagid", 23, 89.
Sargus trivittatus, 39.
Sc,eva abbreviatus, 59.
cinctellus, 56.
emarginata, 59.
geminata, 68.
marginata, 69.
lapponicus, 60.
polita, 69.
Scatophaga pallida, 23, 84.
Scatophaginae, 84.
Scenopinidce, 44.
Scenopinus fenestralis, 44.
Schrcederella, 83.
SciEenide, 14.
Sciapus, 161, 168.
armiger, 168, 169, 202.
bilobus, 169.
flaviannulatus, 168.
longipes, 168.
palens, 48.
pectoralis, 168.
planipes, 168.
Sciara, 35, 36.
Sciaricle, 35.
Sciomyza aristalis, 82.
Scoliocentra, 83.
Scyliide, 150.
Scyliin£e, 150.
Scylliorhinide, 150.
Scylliorhinus, 150. 152, 153.
Scyllium, 149-151.
Seioptera vibrans, 76.
Senotainia trilineata, 91.
Sepedon fuscipennis, 82.
Sepia, 629.
Sepside, 77.
Sericomyia chrysotoxoides, 70.
Serranida, 11.
Shannonomyia lenta, 114.
Simuliide, 36.
Simulium parnassum, 36.
Somniosus, 146, 149, 158.
microcephalus, 145.
Somula decora, 73.
Sphaerophoria, 60.
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cleose, 61.
cylindrica, 61, 63.
menthastri, 61, 62.
novaanglie, 61, 62.
robusta, 22, 61, 62.
scripta, 61, 62.
sulphuripes, 61.
Spilogaster hilariformis, 87.
uniseta, 87.
Spilomyia fusca, 71.
hamifera, 71.
longicornis, 71.
quadrifasciata, 71, 72.
Squalus acanthias, 145.
Squatina, 134.
Staurois, 425, 452, 558, 559.
hainanensis, 405, 408.
ricketti, 401, 414, 420-423, 426, 434,
558-562.-
Stegostoma, 151.
Stolidosoma, 162.
permutans, 174, 202.
Stolonica, 221.
zorritensis, 207, 219.
Stomatodexia, 95.
Stomoxys calcitrans, 88.
cristatus, 97.
Stratiomyidae, 38.
Stratiomys meigenii, 39.
norma, 39.
Straussia longipennis, 76.
Sturmia discalis, 105.
distincta, 104.
fraudulenta, 104.
phyciodis, 104.
protoparcis, 23, 104, 105.
schizurae, 23, 104.
Styelide, 207, 215.
Stygia elongata, 39.
Stylogaster neglecta, 75.
Suillia, 83.
Symphoromyia hirta, 40.
montana, 40.
pleuralis, 22, 40.
Sympycnus, 162, 174.
currani, 174, 175, 177, 202.
flavicauda, 174,175, 176.
palpiger, 174, 177, 202.
planipes, 174, 176.
unispina, 174, 175, 177, 202.
Syrphidae, 22, 54.
Syrphus aberrantis, 58.
amalopis, 57.
apiforme, 73.
arcuatus, 60.
balyras, 72, 73.
bicolor, 69.
bigelowi, 56.
cimbiciformis, 74.
cylindricus, 61.
disjectus, 59.
disjunctus, 59.
divisa, 58, 59.
emarginatus, 58, 59.
felix, 58.
glossularive, 56.
invigorus, 59.
knabi, 56.
lapponicus, 58, 60.
laticaudatus, 57.
laticaudus, 57.
latifasciatus, 59.
laxa% 57.
lebanoensis, 59.
limatus, 57.
lotus, 57.
meadii, 58.
medius, 59.
montanus, 58.
montivagus, 58.
neoperplexus, 58.
opinator, 56.
osburni, 57.
pacificus, 57.
pallifrons, 59.
palliventris, 58, 59.
pauxillus, 57.
perplexus, 58.
pingreensis, 58, 59.
pomus, 58.
rectus, 57, 59.
ribesii, 57.
ribesii vittafrons, 56.
rufipunctatus, 58.
snowi, 58.
torvus, 56.
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transversalis, 56.
venablesi, 59.
venustus, 57.
vesiculosa, 55.
vinelandi, 58.
vitripennis, 56, 57.
wiedemanni, 58, 59.
xanthostomus, 56.
Systropus macer, 43.
Tabanidae, 36.
Tabanus astutus, 38.
atratus, 38.
cinctus, 38.
costalis, 38.
lasiophthalmus, 38.
nigrescens, 38.
pumilus, 38.
trispilus, 38.
Tachina abrupta, 112.
affinis, 107.
anaxias, 111.
ampelus, 111.
areos, 97.
californie, 112.
campestris, 91.
chrysoprocta, 111.
concinnata, 104.
distincta, 104, 105.
hsemorrhoidalis, 111.
leucophrys, 105.
maculosa, 106.
mella, 98.
menapis, 105.
ruralis, 106.
rustica, 98.
signifera, 112.
vulgaris, 107.
Tachinidi, 23, 91.
Tachinomyia variata, 23, 105.
Tachinophyto variabilis, 99.
Taeniorhynchus, 24, 25.
perturbans, 26.
Tanypoda antenn2epes, 82.
Tanypus cornuticaudatus, 22, 29.
currani, 22, 29.
dyari, 29.
hirtipennis, 29.
monilis, 29.
multipunctatus, 22,29.
Tanytarsus obediens, 33.
Temnostoma equale, 73.
alternans, 72, 73.
apiforme, 72, 73.
bombylans, 72, 73.
excentricum, 72, 73.
nipigononensis, 72.
obscurum, 72, 73.
pictulum, 72.
trifasciatum, 23, 72, 73.
venustum, 72.
Tephrochalmys, 83.
Tetanocera clara, 82.
rotundicornis, 82.
valida, 82.
Tetanoceride, 82.
Teuchocnemis lituratus, 73,
Thecomyia abbreviata, 75.
modesta, 75.
Thelaira nigripes, 94.
Theobaldia, 25.
Thereva bella, 22, 42.
frontalis, 42.
Therevidis, 22, 42.
Thinophilus, 161,162.
Thrypticus, 52, 162.
scutellatus, 184,202.
Thryptocera americana, 97i
Tipula abdominalis, 113.
algonquin, 113.
apicalis, 113.
bella, 113.
caloptera, 113.
crystalina, 27.
culiciformis, 29.
filipes, 22, 113.
ftliginosa, 113.
hebes, 113.
hermannia, 113.
mingwe, 113.
monticola, 113.
plumosa, 30.
sayi, 113.
submaculata, 113.
tendens, 31.
tephrocephala, 113.
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tricolor, 113.
trivittata, 113.
ultima, 113.
unimaculata, 113.
Tipulidae, 22, 113.
Tipulina, 113.
Toxomerus geminatus, 68.
Toxophora lepidocera, 43.
Trichochlamys, 83.
Trichopticus maculiventris, 23, 88.
Trichosia, 35.
Tricyphona inconstans, 114.
Trimeresurus gramineus stejnegeri, 544,
562.
Triton brevipes, 433.
orientalis, 412, 432.
pyrrhogaster orientalis, 432.
Tritoxa incurva, 75.
Triturus orientalis, 412, 431.
sinensis, 432.
wolterstorffi, 432.
Trypaneidch, 76.
Trypeta atra, 76.
bella, 76.
longipennis, 76.
sparsa, 76.
Trypoxylon politum, 91.
Tylototriton anders9ni, 431.
asperrimus, 400, 431.
verrucosus, 400, 430, 431.
Uranoteenia, 24.
Van Duzee, M. C., Dolichopidae of the
Canal Zone, 161-205.
Van Name, Willard G., New North and
South American Ascidians, 207-225.
Verrallia, 53.
Viatica, 83.
Villa alternata, 43.
hypomelas, 43.
lateralis, 43.
sabina, 43.
sinuosa, 43.
Volucella bombylans americana, 55.
bombylans evecta, 22, 55.
bombylans plumata, 55.
evecta, 45.
evecta sanguinea, 55.
fasciata, 55.
obesa, 55.
vesiculosa, 55.
Voria ruralis, 106.
Vulpecula, 146.
marina, 145.
White, E. Grace, The Whale Shark,
Rhineodon typus. Description of
the Skeletal Parts and Classification
Based on the Marathon Specimen
Captured in 1923, 129-160.
Wiedemannia hamifera, 22, 48.
minor, 48.
Winthemia, 106.
Wyeomia, 24.
Xanthandrus bucephalus, 66.
Xanthina, 162, 178.
nigromaculata, 178, 179, 202.
plumicauda, 179, 180.
subcurva, 179, 180, 202.
Xanthochlorinae, 180.
Xanthochlorus helvinus, 52.
Xanthogramma divisa, 59.
flavipes, 55.
Xanthomelana arcuata, 96.
Xantho setiger, 121.
Xenoccenosia calopyga, 84.
Xenophrys, 438.
Xylota angustiventris, 70.
anthreas, 71.
baton, 71.
bicolor, 70.
chalybea, 71.
ejuncida, 71.
notha, 71.
subfasciata, 70.
Xylotomima anthreas, 71.
baton, 71.
chalybea, 71.
Zenillia, 106.
affinis, 107.
amplexa, 107.
caesar, 107.
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coerulea, 23, 107.
formosa, 107.
futilis, 108.
helvina, 107.
inflatipalpis, 107.
valens, 23, 107.
vulgaris, 107.
Zodion fulvifrons, 75.
Zostera, 214.
Zygoneura, 35.
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